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Abstract: At the beginning of the establishment of the basic medical insurance system in China, the primary implementation was a single project-based payment. At present, it has gradually explored a single or mixed way to pay, mainly including payment by disease type, payment by the number of people, payment by medical service unit and payment by the DRGs (Diagnosis Related Group System). This paper discusses the reform of payment mode of basic medical insurance in large hospitals and summarizes the main features of the reform of the payment mode of basic medical insurance in the past. First of all, the basic medical insurance management department has absolute choice and pricing power. The government is responsible for the management of basic medical insurance, and the hospital is in a state of passive implementation of government policies. In addition, the reasonable demands of large hospitals can hardly be effectively reflected in the policy. Last but not least, the improvement of hospital serviceability and the promotion of patients' reasonable medical treatment effect have not been realized effectively. The research results of this paper mainly discuss the reform path of basic medical insurance payment methods in large hospitals. For one thing, large hospitals can proactively report to the basic medical insurance management department the reformed disease types and disease charges for basic medical insurance payments. For another thing, the large hospitals can determine the diagnosis and treatment plan of the disease according to the clinical path of disease diagnosis and treatment. The basic medical insurance management department can explore the new path method of reforming the basic medical insurance payment method in large hospitals according to the reform idea of “the same disease insurance standards are consistent” and individual “differentiated self-payment.” At the same time, it is recommended that the government use the professional management ability of commercial insurance companies to improve the performance of basic medical insurance by purchasing commercial insurance company services. Give play to the third-party role of commercial insurance companies to help alleviate the asymmetry of the hospital and patient medical information and the contradiction between doctors and patients.
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1. Introduction

In March 2009, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and the State Council on deepening the reform of the medical and health system, proposed to build a four-in-one basic medical and health system. [1] It is mainly formed by covering public health service systems, medical service systems, medical security systems, and drug supply security systems for urban and rural residents. The four major systems complement each other, supporting construction and coordinated development. Among them, the medical service system, medical security system, and drug supply security system involve medical care, medical insurance, and medicine. The effective linkage between them constitutes the important reform of China's current medical and health system reform. At present, the main contradiction in the field of medical and health care in China is essentially the contradiction between the rapidly growing demand for medical services by the people and the development of medical and health services. [2] There are mainly contradictions that do not match or mismatch. The emergence of these contradictions is mainly due to the unreasonable
supply mechanism of medical services. In fact, because of the difficulty of seeing a doctor (Due to the unequal allocation of medical and health resources, urban and rural residents will often go to the municipal, provincial or national large-scale medical institutions for diagnosis and treatment after suffering from a serious illness. Then, the current Chinese grading diagnosis and treatment system has not been established effectively, and the problem of disorderly medical treatment for seriously ill patients has not been solved effectively. Therefore, the number of patients treated in these large medical institutions has formed a problem of difficulty in seeing a doctor.) and the existence of expensive medical treatment (After suffering from major illnesses, urban and rural residents usually go to municipal, provincial or national large-scale medical institutions for treatment. However, the cost of diagnosis and treatment of these large medical institutions is relatively high, and the level of basic medical insurance for urban and rural residents is low. Therefore, the level of protection for basic medical insurance for urban and rural residents in large hospitals is also at a low level, and residents generally need to bear higher medical expenses.), there is a contradiction between mismatched or mismatched between the rapidly growing medical service demand of urban and rural residents and the development of medical and health service supply. Based on this situation, the essence of deepening the reform of the medical and health system is the “supply-side reform” in the field of health care. [3] The reform of payment methods for basic medical insurance (including basic medical insurance for urban workers and basic medical insurance for urban and rural residents) is one of the important contents for deepening the reform of the medical and health system. It is to promote the behavioral norms of hospital medical services, the external driving force and endogenous motivation of hospitals according to their own development needs. [4] Through the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods, large-scale hospitals can be purposefully upgraded (Generally refers to a three-level large general hospital, a three-level large specialized hospital, a government-level national or provincial or municipal large hospital.) Self-management enthusiasm, guide the scientific allocation of medical services resources in large hospitals and promote the development of large-scale hospitals from the scale expansion to the special disease diagnosis and treatment of key specialist diseases. From the perspective of the above-mentioned national policies, the scientific and rational selection of the reform path of basic medical insurance payment methods plays a significant role in promoting the development of large hospitals and improving the self-management of large hospitals. [5] Promoting the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods is an important task for China to deepen the reform of medical and health systems and the management of basic medical insurance. At the same time, it is also an important measure to effectively control the unreasonable growth of medical expenses, ensure the safety of basic medical insurance funds, and alleviate the contradiction between hospitals and patients.

2. Main Features of the Reform of China's Current Basic Medical Insurance Payment Methods

In June 2017, the Guiding Opinions of the General Office of the State Council on Further Deepening the Reform of the Payment Mode of Basic Medical Insurance clearly put forward that the budget management of the Basic Medical Insurance Fund should be further strengthened, and the reform of the payment mode of basic medical insurance should be carried out in an all-around way, which is mainly based on the payment of diseases and combined in various ways. [6] In each region, a certain number of diseases should be selected to implement payment by disease type. The country will select some regions to carry out pilot projects based on the payment by the DRGs (Diagnosis Related Group System). The state encourages all localities to improve payment methods such as payment by the number of people, payment by the medical service unit. By 2020, the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods will cover all medical institutions and medical services. Multi-composite basic medical insurance payment methods that are universally implemented and adapted to different diseases and different service characteristics nationwide. In the end, the proportion of payment by the project is significantly reduced. [7] At present, a lot of exploration and practice have been carried out in the process of reforming the payment method of basic medical insurance in various parts of China, and some results have been achieved. From the practice of various places, the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods mainly reflects the following common features.

2.1. The Basic Medical Insurance Management Department Has Absolute Choice and Pricing Power

The basic medical insurance management department has given a uniform, and clear regulations in the form of documents in the important aspects of disease selection, diagnosis and treatment route selection, price standards, payment standards, etc., as the hospital are basically in a "passive" implementation state in the reform. Although the basic medical insurance management department can consider the differences between different levels of hospitals in the unified disease charging standards and payment standards, the differences between hospitals of the same level, especially large hospitals, are often difficult to reflect.

2.2. The Reasonable Appeal of Large Hospitals Is Difficult to Be Reflected Effectively in the Policy

There is no effective interaction mechanism between the basic medical insurance management department or the specific business handling department and the large hospital. The negotiated pricing mechanism based on the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods cannot be established effectively. It is easy to cause controversy in the professional aspects of the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases such as the clinical path of disease types. From the perspective of the main objectives of the basic medical insurance reform, the basic medical insurance management department or the specific business handling department is mainly aimed at controlling the unreasonable increase in the costs associated with the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. They often pay insufficient attention to the quality of medical services for diagnosis and treatment of diseases and the effectiveness of disease diagnosis and treatment. This often leads to a low willingness and enthusiasm for large hospitals to implement basic health insurance payment reforms.

2.3. Failure to Effectively Improve Service Capabilities and Promote Reasonable Medical Treatment

The reform of basic medical insurance payment methods has played a role in controlling diseases that do not meet the diagnosis and treatment, and unreasonable medical expenses. However, basic medical insurance is based on the budget amount under total control. Under normal circumstances, the growth rate of medical service demand cannot be kept up. At the same time, new diagnostic and therapeutic technologies, as well as new drugs, continue to emerge. This situation often results in a large difference between the total budgetary expenses of basic medical insurance and the basic medical insurance funds paid by the hospital for the treatment of patients. The basic medical insurance funds paid by the hospital for the treatment of patients, which means that after the end of the patient's diagnosis and treatment, the patient's own medical expenses should be directly settled, and the part of the basic medical insurance fund compensation payment is advanced by the hospital for the patient. The hospital will settle according to the agreed standard and time according to the medical service agreement signed with the basic medical insurance management department. The hospital is prone to losses. For these reasons, in the implementation of the reform of the payment by the single disease, the hospital is likely to cause the standard of patients to be treated or the variants, and the payment by the DRGs (Diagnosis Related Group System) in groups requires scientific and strict disease diagnosis and clinical treatment path. The result of the actual implementation of the reform of the basic medical insurance payment method is not very satisfactory. It is difficult to guide large hospitals to use disease specialists and specialized diseases as development centers to implement the oblique allocation of medical resources.

3. The Path Choice of the Reform of Basic Medical Insurance Payment Methods

3.1. General Principles for Implementing Payment Method Reform

3.1.1. Conducive to Improving the Ability of Specialized Disease Services in Large Hospitals

Large hospitals are generally comprehensive medical institutions at or above the city level. These hospitals are the main medical institutions that undertake the diagnosis and treatment of major diseases and difficult diseases and are the key to solving the problem of difficulty and expensive medical treatment for urban and rural residents. It is necessary to speed up the establishment of open and equal negotiation and consultation mechanisms and risk sharing mechanisms between the basic medical insurance management department (or a specific business agency) and designated medical institutions. [8] Give full play to the various types of medical insurance to regulate, guide and supervise the behavior and expenses of medical services, and effectively control medical costs. Gradually regulate medical insurance to the supervision of medical services to the supervision of medical personnel and medical behavior. [9] Through the medical insurance fund, we will effectively promote the reform and development of large hospitals and effectively improve the ability and level of medical services. Through the reform of payment methods for major diseases and key specialist diseases, the cost of medical treatment for the people is more transparent. The masses can get higher security benefits, and reimbursement can be more convenient and timelier. In particular, patients with similar diseases are promptly concentrated in large hospitals with strong rescue capabilities and good service levels. This will play a positive role in strengthening the construction of specialties and the investment of scientific research resources in large general hospitals.

3.1.2. Conducive to Improving the Efficiency of Fund Use and Ensuring Fairness

Promoting the reform of medical insurance payment methods in large hospitals can effectively promote the improvement of the efficiency of basic medical insurance funds and the fairness of basic medical insurance. According to statistics, more than 70% of patients with major illness insurance for urban and rural residents are seeking medical treatment at provincial and municipal medical institutions, and the cost of major illness insurance is over 80%. [10] The reform of payment methods for major diseases and key specialty diseases was selected. On the one hand, it is possible to gradually build a good order for medical treatment and reasonable order of diagnosis and treatment between large hospitals and primary medical institutions. On the other hand, it can better achieve the benign interaction between the basic medical insurance, medical and medical doctors. Only by doing a good job of reforming the payment methods of large hospitals, it is possible to transfer limited medical insurance funds to medical institutions with scarce resources and high quality of service, in order to better reflect the fairness of the use of medical insurance funds. [11]

3.1.3. Conducive to Improving the Satisfaction of Patients Seeking Medical Treatment and Compensation

Through the reform of medical insurance payment methods, patients can choose medical institutions with better services and fairer prices to seek medical treatment according to their preferences. [12] As far as we know, an important
reason for the current contradiction between doctors and patients is the information asymmetry between doctors and patients. Therefore, through the reform of payment methods, the hospital will increase the transparency of information such as the cost of disease diagnosis and treatment, so that patients have certain choices for medical treatment, which is conducive to improving patient satisfaction with medical treatment.

3.2. Thoughts on the Path of Reforming Medical Insurance Payment Methods

3.2.1. The Hospital will Determine the Type of the Diseases and Enhance the Enthusiasm for Reform

As a provider of medical services, how to actively integrate into the reform of payment methods is the key to the effectiveness of the payment method reform. In the process of reform and implementation of payment methods in the past, hospitals are often passive recipients of policy formulation. The unified reimbursement policy has made the hospital's autonomous appeals not effectively reflected, and the horizontal differentiation between hospitals cannot be reflected. The selected diseases of the hospital refer to large hospitals (especially provincial and municipal large-scale medical institutions) that can independently select the disease-dependent diseases (DRGs) suitable for their units in light of the relevant requirements of urban public hospital reform. This choice is mainly from the perspective of promoting the development of its key disciplines and effectively attracting patients to participate in basic medical insurance. The hospital needs to take the initiative to report to the basic medical insurance management department. The insurance management organizations organize the calculation and verification work according to the data reported by the hospital, and finally confirms the implementation of the disease types and cost standards of each medical institution and announces the implementation to the public.

3.2.2. Implement the Same Disease Insurance Standards Are Consistent to Improve the Fairness of Medical Insurance

In order to ensure the fairness of compensation and respect the right of patients to choose medical institutions, the basic medical insurance management department should adhere to the implementation principle of “the same disease insurance standards are consistent.” For the same disease type, the single disease type is paid in a fixed amount, and the medical insurance quota compensation standard remains unchanged. Different medical institutions can reasonably determine the patient's self-paying standards according to the level of their service capabilities, and report them to the medical insurance management agency for approval and approval. For those who pay for "by the diseases," etc., the minimum fee limit of the approved medical institution at the same level is used as the standard compensation report, and the excess is borne by the patient.

3.2.3. Implement Differentiated Self-Payment, Emphasizing Personal Responsibility

The cost gap caused by “the same disease insurance standards are consistent” should be compensated by differentiated self-payment (Because the patient chooses different hospitals for diagnosis and treatment of diseases, the cost price of the disease will be different, and the medical expenses of the difference will be borne by the patient.). For medical consumption, the price should be marked clearly, and the price of medical services should match the quality of medical services. For the hospital's special departments, specialty specialists can attract patients through market-oriented pricing strategies. For patients, personal responsibility should be emphasized. Individual medical treatment should not be affected by the fund reimbursement policy. Instead, medical service resources should be selected according to the quality and evaluation of the medical service provider. This will not only help the effective input of medical institutions resources but also promote the fairness and rationality of medical resources allocation. This choice path can give play to the hospital's subjective initiative and significantly improve the health care management effectiveness. The hospital can adjust the price of the disease dynamically according to the patient's treatment situation. The settlement price of the insurance management organizations can be relatively independent and not affected by the price of the hospital disease.

4. Suggestions on Reforming the Payment Method of Basic Medical Insurance

In order to make the reform of payment methods in large hospitals more operable, and to enable large disease patients to obtain better services in large hospitals, it is recommended to broaden the reform ideas, integrate social resources, and innovate management and service work. It mainly includes the following aspects.

4.1. Improve the Effectiveness of the Business by Purchasing Commercial Insurance Company Services

At present, the government has introduced many policies to encourage the basic medical insurance management department to utilize the market-oriented mechanism in the public service field fully. For example, by purchasing services from commercial insurance companies, it actively explores and promotes qualified commercial insurance institutions to carry out various types of pension and medical insurance. [9] Utilize the professional knowledge of commercial health insurance companies to play the role of their third-party buyers, help alleviate the asymmetry of doctors and patients and contradictions between doctors and patients, and improve the efficiency of social management. [13] Taking the cooperation between China Life Insurance Jiangsu Branch and China Jiangsu Province Medical Insurance Management Center as an example, the country
took the lead in piloting cooperation with medical insurance provincial-level connected hospitals to carry out resident representative services. China Life Insurance Co., Ltd. mainly cooperates with large urban hospitals to carry out designated services. For example, in Jiangsu Province, services are carried out in large hospitals where people often see a doctor (Mainly refers to participating in basic medical insurance). China Life's designated service will actively assist seriously ill patients to transfer to other provinces for medical treatment and provide full-time assistance services for medical treatment. At present, China Life has been serving in more than 20 provincial and municipal large hospitals such as Jiangsu Provincial People's Hospital, China Jiangsu Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine and Jiangsu Provincial Cancer Hospital of China. If the insured people go to provincial and municipal hospitals to treat large-scale diseases, they can enjoy the "face-to-face" intimate service of the resident representatives, mainly providing referral services, pre-hospital docking, policy consultation, diagnosis and treatment communication, assistance in discharge reimbursement and follow-up after discharge. This approach has established a professional communication and service bridge between the government, hospitals, and patients, which has been affirmed and welcomed by all parties. [14] Under the cooperation mode between China Life Insurance and China's Jiangsu Province Medical Insurance Fund Management Center, provincial and municipal key large hospitals will dispatch full-time service personnel to strengthen guidance and publicity when patients are transferred from various places. Insured people can choose to go to a large hospital with good service, high quality and reasonable cost through this professional service.

4.2. Bridging the Funding Gap for Basic Health Insurance Through Innovative Commercial Insurance Products

Germany is the first country in the world to implement a social health insurance model. In recent years, through reforms, commercial insurance companies can operate diversified commercial insurance business based on the government's statutory medical insurance. In Germany, when an individual has an annual income of more than 50,850 euros (2012), his or her individual can choose between legal and commercial insurance. [15] For China, the basic principle of the establishment of the basic medical insurance system is to "guarantee basic and wide coverage." In the case of insufficient compensation for basic medical insurance, including medical expenses for personal self-paying, the state should actively promote the development of commercial health insurance, encourage commercial insurance companies to innovate commercial health insurance products, and meet the multi-level medical security needs of the majority of insured people. [16]

5. Conclusion

In order to protect the safety of basic medical insurance funds, efforts are made to improve the efficiency of the use of basic medical insurance funds. At the same time, in order to reasonably guide patients with major diseases to the large hospital for diagnosis and treatment, and to effectively alleviate the cost of expensive hospitals. The current work has become very urgent, that is, to promote the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods in large hospitals. Based on past experience, the government's goal in promoting the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods is not consistent with the goal of large hospitals that they want to develop themselves. Even to a certain extent, it restricts the development of large hospitals, and the actual effect of payment method reform is poor. In order to solve this problem, this article focuses on combing and analyzing China's current policy of reforming the basic medical insurance payment method, and its main features. At the same time, the path selection of the reform of basic medical insurance payment methods was discussed and analyzed in depth.

It is recommended to choose the reform path of basic medical insurance payment methods from three aspects. First, it is conducive to improving the ability of specialized disease services in large hospitals. Second, it is conducive to improving the efficiency of fund use and ensuring fairness. Finally, it is conducive to improving the satisfaction of patients seeking medical treatment and compensation. It is suggested that the Basic Medical Insurance Management Department can implement the “Differentiated Self-Payment” reform idea in accordance with the “The Same Disease Insurance Standards are Consistent” and the individual. Enhance the enthusiasm for reform through the way that the hospital can determine the type of diseases by themselves. Improve the fairness of the guarantee through the same disease insurance standards are consistent. Emphasize personal responsibility by differentiated self-payment. In the end, we will be able to explore new ways to reform the basic medical insurance payment method and implement it in large hospitals. At the same time, it is recommended that the government can purchase the relevant services of commercial insurance companies and make full use of the professional management capabilities of commercial insurance companies. In order to improve the performance of basic medical insurance. This can also play the role of the third party of commercial insurance companies, effectively alleviating the problem of the hospital and patient medical information asymmetry and the contradiction between doctors and patients.
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